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FEDERATION INTERNATIONALE DE L’AUTOMOBILE 

 

Volunteers and Officials Commission 

VOLONTEERS AND OFFICIALS SURVEY 

1./ How many officials’ licences has your ASN registered? 
      

2./ What types of officials’ licences does your ASN register? 
      

3./ How many licences of each type were issued by your ASN in 2011?  
      

4./ Are there grades of licence, depending on the experience or competence of the 
holder or on how many years he or she has been an official? 
      

5./ What is the procedure for obtaining an official’s licence: are there prior training 
courses?  
      

6./ Are there exams, theoretical and/or practical, that a person has to pass in order to 
obtain an official’s licence? 
      

7./ Is it necessary to spend a practical period on real events before reaching the level 
required for certain licences? 
      

8./ How is an official’s experience recorded and/or verified? How do you know if an 
official has served on an event? Do your organisers send you a list of all the officials 
who have served on an event that comes under your ASN so that you can check that 
they all have a licence and so that you can record their experience? 
      

9./ Do you have refresher courses on the ground before major events in order to 
update the officials’ knowledge? 
      

10./ Do all the officials in a national event under your ASN have a licence? Do all the 
officials in an international event under your ASN have a licence? 
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11./ On Circuit events, do the officials for all posts in a national or international event 
under your ASN have a licence? 
      

12./ On Rally events, do all the officials on a Special Stage in a national or 
international event under your ASN have a licence? 
      

13./ What type of accident insurance do your officials’ licences include? 
      

14./ Do all types of officials’ licences include the same accident insurance? 
      

15./ Does the accident insurance on your licences cover the officials for accidents 
occurring when they are en route to and from the site of the event? 
      

16./ Do your officials have third party insurance when on duty at an official competition? 
      

17./ If the answer to the previous question is no, who is responsible for honouring 
any third party liability of an official when performing his or her duties? 
      

18./ Does your accident and/or third party insurance cover your officials when they 
are officiating abroad? 
      

19./ In case of accidents in rallies, have your officials been the subject of legal 
proceedings, or been declared legally responsible? 
      

20./ Does your ASN have a Safety Protocol for the officials? 
      

21./ How many officials do you have holding a licence for more than 25 years and for 
more than 50 years respectively? 
      

22./ Do you have a programme for developing the loyalty of your officials? If so, what 
does it consist of? 
      

23./ How do you think the FIA could help you to attract new officials or to develop 
their loyalty? 
      

Your name:       Name of your ASN:       


